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Abstract Over expression of T-lymphokine–activated killer
cell–originated protein kinase (TOPK) has been associated
with leukemia, myeloma tumors and various other cancers.
The function and regulatory mechanism of TOPK in tumor
cells remains unclear. Structural studies that could reveal the
regulatory mechanism have been a challenge because of the
unavailabity of TOPK’s crystal structure. Hence, in this study,
the 3D structure of TOPK protein has been constructed by
using multiple templates. The quality and reliability of the
generated model was checked and the molecular dynamics
method was utilized to refine the model. APBS method was
employed to know the electrostatic potential surface of the
modeled protein and it was found that the optimum pH for
protein stability is 3.4 which will further help in mechanistic
hypothesis of TOPK protein. Active site of TOPK was iden-
tified from available literature and HTVS was employed to
identify the lead molecules. The expected binding modes of
protein-ligand complexes were reproduced in the MD simu-
lation which indicates that the complex is relatively stable.
The pharmacokinetic properties of the lead molecules are also
under acceptable range. TOPK act as a substrate for CDK1
and the protein-protein docking and dynamics studies were
carried out to analyze the effect of Thr9Ala mutation of TOPK
in the two protein complex formation. It shows that the wild

type complex is more stable when compared with the mutant
type. Such structural information at atomic level not only
exhibits the action modes of TOPK inhibitors but also fur-
nishes a novel starting point for structure based drug design of
TOPK inhibitors.
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Introduction

T-lymphokine–activated killer cell–originated protein ki-
nase (TOPK) is a novel mitotic protein kinase which is over
expressed in many malignant tumors. The expression of
TOPK has been correlated with malignant potentials of
various tumors such as leukemia, myeloma (Kahler’s dis-
ease) and lymphomas (lymphatic cells) [1–4]. It has been
suggested that TOPK comes under mitogen-activated pro-
tein kinase like (MAPKK) family [1]. Phosphorylation and
activation of TOPK take place during mitosis stage of cell
division [2]. TOPK has been shown to phosphorylate the
p38 protein kinase but not the extracellular signal-regulated
kinases or c-Jun NH2-terminal kinases [4].

Interleukin-6-mediated interaction between TOPK and
Raf-A were up regulated in murine myeloma cells [4, 5].
TOPK act as a marker as well as involved in the proliferation
of neuronal progenitor cells [6]. In cell cycle regulation TOPK
plays a major role by acting as a substrate for cdc2/cyclin B
(CDK1) [2, 7]. Thr9 is an important phosphorylation site of
TOPK because, when Thr9 was substituted to Ala, the binding
ability of TOPK to CDK1 was decreased [7].

Two critical regulators are mainly involved in TOPK expres-
sion during growth arrest in leukemia cells called cell cycle-
specific transcription factors E2F and cyclic AMP-responsive
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element binding protein/activating transcription factor [8].
TOPK has been considered as a molecular target in breast
cancer cells since TOPK plays a key role in phosphorylation
[9] and regulation of stimuli-specific signaling pathways in
colon cancer cells [10, 11]. The mechanism behind TOPK-
mediated regulation of cell proliferation and its own functions
remain indistinct, and that hinders its use a potential target for
cancer.

The present study unveils the structural insights and possible
functions of TOPK. TOPK protein structure has been con-
structed based on the crystal structures of 2NRU, 2Y4I and
3LXK as templates. The constructed model was further vali-
dated by various structure analysis tools and the backbone
atoms were checked using molecular dynamics (MD) studies.
The electrostatic potential of the modeled protein has also been
calculated with the help of pKa value. The detailed interactions
between protein and ligand complexes were elucidated with the
help of a series of docking studies. From these analyses we also
found apart from reported amino acids some other amino acids
also play a role in the interaction between protein ligand com-
plexes. Further we studied the stability of the model as well as
the active site conformation using MD simulation studies.
TOPK act as a substrate of cdk1/cyclin B which has a phos-
phorylation site at N-terminus [7]. We performed protein-
protein docking and dynamic studies of TOPK-CDK1 and
Thr9 mutated TOPK-CDK1 complexes to know the binding
affinity of each complex. Pharmacokinetic properties of the
drug like molecules were also calculated. Results of this study
can assist further characterization of the biological roles of
TOPK and designing inhibitors against it as drug candidates.

Materials and methods

Multiple sequence analysis of target and template proteins

The TOPK amino acid sequence was retrieved from the
SWISS-PROTand TrEMBL databases of the ExPASy molec-
ular biology server [12] (accession number: Q96KB5) which
contains 322 amino acids. The crystal structures of the IRAK-
4 kinase (PDB ID: 2NRU), KSR2-MEK1 hetero dimer (PDB
ID: 2Y4I) and TYK2-JAK3 kinase domains (PDB ID: 3LXK)
were used as templates for homology modeling [13–15].
IRAK–4 (PDBid: 2NRU) protein which has 29% of sequence
identities with 2.0 Å of protein resolution, 3LXK is a complex
of TYK2 and JAK3 protein which also has 29 % of identities
with the same 2.0 Å of resolution and the 2Y4I is a KSR2-
MEK1 hetero dimer which has 34% of sequence identity with
the resolution of 3.46 Å respectively. The sequences were
initially aligned using ClustalW server with default parame-
ters. The aligned sequences were manually adjusted using the
software BIOEDIT [16]. In BIOEDIT the target sequence
were aligned with the three templates. The conserved residues

were subjected to verify and adjust the primary alignment
leading to correct sequence alignment. Appropriate gaps were
introduced wherever required to optimize the alignment for
the coverage of whole template sequences.

Construction of the homology model

The multiple sequence alignment has been built by MOD-
ELER 9v8 (an automated homology modeling program)
[17] and used to construct the 3D structure of TOPK protein.
Ten 3D models were built and analyzed by PyMol software
[18]. Models were ranked on the basis of internal scoring
function, and those with the least internal scores were se-
lected and used for further model validation process. The
best model was ranked based on discrete optimized protein
energy (DOPE) score generated by MODELER software.
Hydrogen atoms were added to the model using the “protein
preparation wizard” module within Maestro 9.1 (Schrö-
dinger, LLC, 2010, New York, NY) software. Visual exam-
ination of the side chain orientations was done using
information from the templates to ensure proper orientation.

Assessment of the homology model

In order to assess the reliability of the TOPK modeled
structure, structural analysis and verification server
(SAVES) (http://nihserver.mbi.ucla.edu/SAVES) has been
used. The backbone conformation and overall stereochemi-
cal quality of the protein structure has been calculated by
analyzing the phi (Φ) and psi (ψ) torsion angles using
PROCHECK program, as determined by Ramachandran
plot statistics. The non-bonded atomic interactions were
analyzed by using ERRAT program [19]. In order to check
the native protein folding energy of the model, ProSa II
analysis was done [20, 21] which compares the energy
criteria with the potential mean force derived from a large
set of known protein structures. Finally, the model quality
assessment program ProQ has been used to evaluate the
output candidate model and select the most reliable one for
final model selection and further refinements [22].

MD simulations of the homology model and protein-ligand
complexes

MD simulations of the modeled protein and the protein-
ligand complexes were carried out using Desmond version
2.2 (D. E. Shaw Research, New York, NY) with the opti-
mized potentials for liquid simulations (OPLS 2005) force
field [23, 24]. Tautomerization, ionization and hydrogen
states were modified using protein preparation wizard. The
model was set up using TIP4P water [25] as a solvent in
orthorhombic box with a physiological salt concentration of
0.15 M Nacl in 10 Å buffer using the system builder module
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in maestro. This has resulted in simulation systems of
47,637 atoms respectively. The modeled protein was stabi-
lized via a step by step manner starting with restrained
minimization force constant (50 kcalmol-1Å-2) and it was
applied on solute heavy atoms with maximum iterations of
2000 steps. For maintaining a constant temperature and
pressure, short time simulation has been carried out with
500 ps run at 300 K using Martyna – Tobias – Klein barostat
method and LBFGS vectors. Interaction with coulombic
short range method has been used with the cutoff of 9.0 Å
and long range method of smooth particle mesh Ewald
tolerance of 1E-5 implemented in SHAKE algorithm. After
all the excluded restraints from the system the main simu-
lation runs were carried out. Full simulation was conducted
through NPT ensemble and Nose – Hoover for thermostat
method and Martyna – Tobias – Klein for Barostat method
each energy and trajectory atomic coordinates data were
recorded every 1.2 ps. The van der Waals, short (9 Å) and
long range electrostatic interactions were computed using
the particle mesh Ewald method [26]. Finally, a RESPA
integrator has been used with a time step of 2 fs for near
and 6 fs for distant bonded distances [27]. We followed the
same parameters as mentioned above for protein-ligand
complexes, except the energy and atomic coordinate record-
ing intervals. The intervals were recorded every 1.2 and
2.1 ps, respectively. A total of 60 ns MD simulation were
carried out for all the protein and ligand complexes.

Function and binding pocket prediction

The function of the TOPK protein was predicted using
3d2GO server. It predicts the protein function using a num-
ber of criteria like overall topology, geometric and residue
similarity of functional to structures with known functions.
Finally all this information is processed by a support vector
machine by using true and false positive functional assign-
ments (http://www.sbg.bio.ic.ac.uk/phyre/pfd/). The binding
pocket or active site is usually a pocket (site) present in the
protein that consists of residues responsible for ligand spec-
ificity, which act as proton donors or acceptors. The binding
pocket identification plays a major role in structure based
drug design. This process has been done based on literature
reports and various computational tools. Through literature
studies it has been proven that amino acids 170–179 play a
vital role in the ligand binding [28]. The binding pocket
region of the protein has also been identified by SiteMap
program [29] which identifies one or more regions suitable
for ligand binding. Next, the hydrophobic and hydrophilic
maps (donor, acceptor and metal-binding regions) were
produced using various contour maps. The score was gen-
erated using default parameters implemented in SiteMap
(version 2.4, 2009, Schrödinger, LLC, New York, USA)
program to generate more than two sites [30].

Electrostatic potential calculations

The electrostatic potential calculations were done by adaptive
Poisson-Boltzmann solver (APBS) method [31]. The calcula-
tion was based on grid-base method to solve the linearized
Poisson-Boltzmann equation. The modeled TOPK protein was
then subjected to conversion of partial charges and atomic radii
using PDB2PQR tool with PARSE force field [32, 33]. For
better understanding of the electrostatic potential surface area
protein and solvent dielectric coefficients of 2 and 78.5 were
used respectively. The contact surface selection was mapped
using a radius of 1.4Åwhere as the ion accessibility surface was
defined with the probe radius of 2.0 Å. The molecular surface,
solvent accessibility, solvent excluded area and van der Waals
surfaces have been build with the Jmol visualization tool [34].

Virtual screening protocol

Virtual screening process has been done using Glide in the
high throughput virtual screening (HTVS), standard precision
(SP) and extra precision (XP) modes with May Bridge and
TOSLab databases [35]. Glide v5.5 has been used for all the
docking protocol. Glide provides three different level of dock-
ing processes (HTVS, SP and XP). The selected databases
were screened in HTVS mode; here all the ligands will be
processed which includes the ligand preparation using Lig-
Prep, filtering using ligfilter on QikProp and other structural
properties. The filtered compounds will further enter into SP
mode of screening. The poses generated from Glide SP were
again refined in the final process called Glide XP method.
This resulted in Glide scoring function using force field OPLS
2005. Followed by docking, entire compounds were ranked
according to the Glide score.

Protein-protein docking studies

The ClusPro server was used for protein-protein interaction
studies [36–39]. TOPK-CDK1 and Thr9 mutated TOPK-
CDK1 were used for docking studies. The CDK1 was
obtained from PDB database (PDB I.D 1LC9). The Thr9

amino acid has been mutated to Ala in TOPK protein by
Schrödinger 2011. The mutated structure was optimized and
energy minimized with the help of protein preparation wiz-
ard. ClusPro is the fully automated web-based program for
docking proteins and it includes two main steps. First a rigid
body docking program called PIPER was run based on fast
fourier transform (FFT) correlation approach. The second
step includes 1000 best energy conformations which are
clustered and the 30 largest clusters are retained for refine-
ment. We selected one of the returned models after consid-
ering the energy and the size of the cluster, preferring lower
energies and larger cluster sizes. The obtained protein-
protein complexes were prepared and energy minimized
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with protein preparation wizard implemented in Schrödinger
2011.

Molecular dynamics simulations of protein–protein
complexes

The best conformer of TOPK-CDK1 and Thr9 mutated
TOPK-CDK1 complexes obtained from protein-protein in-
teraction studies were subjected to MD simulation using the
previously defined parameters for a total of 10 ns production
MD run for each complex. The lowest potential energy
conformations (average structure) were selected from the
10 ns MD simulations. All the MD simulation analyses were
carried using Desmond package programs. Molecular struc-
ture has been visualized in PyMOL software [18].

ADME and biological activity spectrum (BAS) predictions
of lead molecules

The best three lead molecules were checked for their drug-
like properties using QikProp module from Schrödinger
software suite [40]. It predicts physically significant descrip-
tors and pharmaceutically relevant properties. All the
screened compounds were neutralized before being used in
QikProp. The neutralization is essential since no properties
will be generated in the normal mode. The program predicts
44 properties for a single molecule. The major properties
include principal descriptors and physiochemical properties,
along with detailed analysis of QP%, log HERG and log P
(octanol/water). The acceptability of the compounds was
evaluated by Lipinski’s rule of five. The set of pharmaco-
logical effects, mechanisms of action, and specific toxicities
that might be exhibited by a particular compound in its
interaction with biological entities are predicted by PASS
and it is termed as “biological activity spectrum” of the
compound [41].

Results and discussion

Multiple sequence alignment and secondary structure
analysis

Given that there are no x-ray crystals and NMR structures are
available for TOPK protein, we developed a protein model by
comparative homology modeling to understand the structure
and function of active site residues for structure based drug
design. The amino acid sequence of TOPKwas retrieved from
UniProt database (Q96KB5). The template structures were
searched based on blastp analysis against PDB in NCBI
database. This search resulted in a large number of sequence
similarity, mainly in serine/threonine protein kinase families.
Multiple sequence alignment has been constructed by using

BIOEDIT. Finally we have taken three protein sequences
which almost cover the target protein sequence by means of
conserved residues. The PDB structures of 2NRU-B, 3LXK-
A and 2Y4I-C were used as template structures to model
TOPK protein. The sequence alignment in ESPript and sec-
ondary structure of the TOPK protein has been shown in
Fig. 1. The TOPK protein has 11 alpha helix and 11 beta
sheets. Active site residues were found positioned in the beta
sheet 6 to beta sheet 7 positions and few loop regions also play
a role in protein ligand interactions. The beta sheets 6 and 7
are made up of three amino acids each. These active site
residues were taken from available literature.

Homology model of TOPK protein

The TOPK protein has been modeled based on results obtained
from secondary structure analysis. The coordinates of 2NRU-B,
3LXK-A and 2Y4I-C were used as templates to construct the
3D structural model of target protein because of their high
sequence similarity and identities with target protein. Recently
it has been reported that multiple template selection plays a
major role in quality improvement of the modeled protein
[42–44]. The homology model of TOPK has been built using
MODELLER 9v8 program. The input parameters of MODEL-
LER were set to generate ten models with the level of high
optimization and satisfying spatial restraints in terms of protein
density function. The final model has been selected based on
low MODELLER objective function and the high value of
negative DOPE potential. The final model has DOPE score
profiles similar to that of the templates used, which indicates
folds and loops were similar in target and template structures.
Figure 2 shows the modeled protein with the same secondary
structure predicted from ESPript. The protein shows helix-helix
interaction which stabilizes the protein structure, since the two
interacting helices are involved in residue-residue contact. The
model also folded into α/β domain and comprises 11-stranded
anti parallel β-sheets with helices packed on either side.

Model validation

Validation of the model including the geometric properties
of the backbone conformations, compatibility of residue
interactions and energy profiles were analyzed using various
structure evaluation programs. Ramachandran plot calcula-
tions were computed with PROCHECK program. The Phi/
Psi distributions of the Ramachandran plot for TOPK has
shown 81.3 % of the residues in the core region or most
favourable regions, 14.4 % residues in the additionally
allowed regions, 3.9 % in the generously allowed regions
and 0.4 % in disallowed regions (Supplementary Fig. 1).
Different residue properties were analyzed using the G-
factor present in PROCHECK that includes maximum de-
viation of 6.4 Å, bad contacts of 0 Å and bond length/angle
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were 6.5 Å. The quality of overall G-factor is -0.51 Å for
dihedrals, -0.15 Å for covalent and overall -0.35 Å. The
overall quality factor of the modeled protein has been cal-
culated based on the non-bonded atomic interactions using
ERRAT tool. The usual accepted score ranges for high
quality model is >50 [19]. The ERRAT score for the mod-
eled protein was 72.70 % which is within the range of a high
quality model. Therefore, the PROCHECK and ERRAT
results confirm the quality of predicted 3D structure as more

reliable and within an acceptable range. The interaction energy
and Z-score of each residue were calculated by ProSA II energy
plot. The ProSA interaction energy calculations for each residue
were done using distance-based pair potential method. In this
study, the modeled protein shows maximum residues with
negative interaction energy, very few residues with positive
interaction energy that conform the reliability of the model.
The overall Z-score of the model was -6.00 kcalmol-1, which
has been found quite similar to the templates 2NRU (-7.12 kcal

Fig. 1 Multiple sequence alignment using ESPript. Residues highlighted in red correspond to identical/conserved residues, while residues in red
text are similar in the three proteins. Secondary structural elements are shown for TOPK protein
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mol-1), 2Y4I (-6.66 kcalmol-1) and 3LXK (-7.62 kcalmol-1)
(Fig. 3). The results obtained from ProSA suggest that the
generated TOPK protein structure was energetically consistent
compared to the template structures. The modeled structure has
been checked for its quality by using ProQ. The result shows
that predicted LGscore: 2.880 (>2.5: very good model) and
predicted MaxSub score: 0.637 (>0.5: very good model) were
in acceptable range of a good model. These validation studies
concluded that backbone conformations, non-bonded interac-
tions and energy profiles were within the limits established for
reliable structure. The constructed model is reasonable and can
be used for further refinement with energy minimization and
MD simulation studies with constrained backbone in order to
relieve unfavorable steric clashes.

TOPK protein RMSD and flexibility using MD simulations

To investigate the stability and conformational changes of
the modeled TOPK protein, MD simulation was performed
in the fully solvated water molecule. Analysis of the flexi-
bility of TOPK protein provides detailed information on the
structural characterization of the modeled protein [45]. The
total atoms (TOPK) soaked with water molecules were
calculated and found to have 47,637 particles. The pressure,
temperature, volume, potential and total energy of the mod-
eled protein with improved steric parameters play major role
in stabilizing the target protein. The analyses of the simula-
tion parameters revealed that the pressure for the modeled
protein remains constant with the average of 1.18 bar and
overall standard deviation of 57.67 bar. The average

temperature was maintained constant with 300 K and the
total volume of 365,209.3 Å3 with standard deviation of
378.8 Å3. The potential and total energy of the protein
maintains stable from starting time period to ending 10 ns
time period with -103,198.4 kJmol-1 total energy and -
127,148.8 kJmol-1 potential energy. These results show that
the model is highly stable in nature with all the simulation
event analysis parameters mentioned above and the energy
conservation was satisfied in MD simulation. The RMSD
for the backbone atoms are shown in Fig. 4a which explains
the constructed model is a stable and consistent model
throughout the 10 ns simulation time with 0.98 Å standard
deviation value. The RMSD was stable about 5–5.5 Å after
5 ns of simulation and was not increased significantly after
5 ns of simulation time which indicates that the systems
evolved into a stable state and have reasonably converged
over the production MD studies. The radius of gyration has
been calculated through the intrinsic dynamics, improved
relaxation and structural stability of the model protein shows
0.40 Å of standard deviation (Fig. 4b). This indicates that
the level of compaction in the structure (fold or unfolded
nature of the modeled protein) as a stable one after 5.5 ns of
simulation process. The final model passed all the quality
assurance tests and hence it is proposed that this model has a
good estimation of TOPK structure and can be used to
describe various receptor-ligand complex interaction studies
and to study the relationship between the structure function.

Electrostatic potential of TOPK protein

Different electrostatic potentials of the TOPK protein are
shown in Fig. 5. The molecular electrostatic potential sur-
face of the modeled protein showed that N-domain region of
protein is mostly favourable for hydrophobic nature when
compared to the C-domain. A part of the C-domain regions
were found to be covered with non-polar amino acids. The
solvent accessible surface area, solvent excluded regions
and van der Waals regions are shown in Fig. 5. The protein
pKa prediction result shows that the optimum pH of stability
is 3.4 for which the free energy is 53.1 kcalmol-1 at the
temperature of 298 K. Protein charge for folded nature is
5.40 and unfolded state is 4.98. The stability of the protein
has been shown in Supplementary Fig. 2. The electrostatic
data were useful to establish mechanistic hypothesis of the
modeled protein.

Functional prediction of TOPK protein

The functions of the protein model were predicted using
3d2GO server in terms of gene ontology (GO). The GO term
I.D’s, descriptions and the confidence level is shown in
Table 1. The confidence level should be less than 0 and
the confidence level 1 will be considered as most confident

Fig. 2 The 3D structure of TOPK protein is shown as schematic
diagram and colored according to secondary structures. Helices are
red, beta sheets are cyan, turns are green, and coils are beige
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prediction. Results show that the TOPK protein has different
functions like phosphotransferase activity, protein kinase

activity, transferase activity, transferring phosphorus-
containing groups, kinase activity, transferase activity and

Fig. 3 The energy profile of
TOPK protein obtained using
ProSAweb server analysis. The
ProSA analysis of the model
showed maximum residues
with negative region of energy.
(a) The ProSA analysis of the
model -6.00 kcalmol-1. (b) The
ProSA analysis of the 2NRU
showed z-score of -7.12 kcal
mol-1. (c) The ProSA analysis
of the 2Y4I showed z-score of -
6.66 kcalmol-1. (d) The ProSA
analysis of the 3LXK showed z-
score of -7.62 kcalmol-1

Fig. 4 Time-dependent RMSD
(Å) from TOPK homology
model in a 10 ns MD
simulation. (a) The backbone
atoms are shown in red color.
(b) The radius of gyration is
shown in magenta color
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protein serine/threonine kinase activity. The predicted
results show that TOPK protein has high confidence level
[0.99–0.98].

Active site prediction and molecular docking studies

In order to investigate the interaction between TOPK and
the ligands, the active site was defined as a subset that
contains residues of any atoms within 5 Å from ligand.
The TOPK active site has been calculated by SiteMap
module in Schrödinger. The best site was selected based
on the site score (1.044) and relatively exposed regions of
the active site displays the hydrophobic (yellow) with sur-
face area of 244.2, hydrogen-bond donor (blue) of 1589.1

and acceptor (red) maps of 991.2. The predicted site is
comprised of 11 amino acid residues Pro95, Gly119,
Val174, Ile175, Lys176, Gly177, Asp178, Phe179,
Glu180, Thr181 and Lys183 (Supplementary Fig. 3). Based
on the experimental results and our predicted theoretical
results, this site has been chosen as the more favorable
binding site to dock the ligands. Normal Glide docking
was performed for reference ligand (Staurosporine) in the
validated binding pocket of TOPK protein. Staurosporine is
a broad specificity protein kinase inhibitor [46] which also
inhibits TOPK protein (www.reactionbiology.com/webapps/
main/Kinases/Invitrogen100114/PBK.pdf). The docking
results indicate that binding of the Staurosporine has been
facilitated by two binding site atoms were within 5 Å of the
ligand. This particular binding site was utilized for HTVS of
compounds from Maybridge and TOSLab databases. Glide
HTVS has been performed for each database (Maybridge
and TOSLab). Finally, 23 compounds from Maybridge and
38 compounds from TOSLab databases were selected based
on their docking results and pharmacokinetic properties.
Totally 61 drug-like molecules were docked in the active
site region of the constructed protein. Fifteen drug-like
compounds were selected based on Glide score greater than
that of reference ligand (Staurosporine) further these com-
pounds were tested for its binding conformation by docking
analysis. Three out of 15 drug-like compounds were identi-
fied as potential lead molecules based on their hydrogen
bonding interactions and Glide energies (-31 to -37 kcalmol-
1) that confirmed strong protein-ligand interactions. The
chemical structures of the three lead molecules along with
their IUPAC and database names are displayed in Fig. 6.
The best conformations and binding poses of the three lead
compounds and the reference ligand with the modeled pro-
tein are shown in Fig. 7. The protein-ligand complex of
three lead molecules posses hydrogen bond interactions,
which are more or less similar to that of reference ligand
and their Glide scores are comparable to that of Staurospor-
ine (Table 2).

MD simulations of protein-ligand complex

The behavior of a protein-ligand complex over a specific
time period will be identified with the help of MD simula-
tion studies. The expected binding mode of the protein-
ligand complex has been reproduced in the MD simulation
technique. MD simulations were performed for 40 ns with
apo (without ligand) and holo enzymes (with ligand). The
changes in the active site region and the RMSD of the
ligands are shown in Fig. 8a. All three compounds tested
have shown minimal deviation in there conformation or
positional changes. Overall RMSD of the compounds were
around 3 Å. The Maybridge_120 have shown no noted
fluctuation in whole simulation process. TOSLab_351 has

Fig. 5 Electrostatic potential on the molecular surface area of TOPK
protein. Red and blue indicates negative and positive potential, respec-
tively. The surface potential was calculated and displayed using the
Jmol ABPS tool. (a) Molecular electrostatic potential surface. (b)
Solvent accessible. (c) Solvent excluded. (d) van der Waals surface

Table 1 Functions of the TOPK were predicted in terms of gene-
ontologies and their respective confidence level

GO term Description Confidence

GO:0016773 phosphotransferase activity 0.99

GO:0006468 protein kinase activity 0.99

GO:0016772 transferase activity, transferring
phosphorus-containing groups

0.99

GO:0016301 kinase activity 0.99

GO:0016740 transferase activity 0.98

GO:0004674 protein serine/threonine kinase activity 0.98
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shown deviation but not more than 3 Å and small fluctuation
happened in between the time period of 4000 to 5000 ps and
TOSLab_111 have a constant RMSD during the whole
simulation. These results revealed that constant RMSD has
been maintained during the whole simulation time. To con-
firm the stability of the protein-ligand interaction in the MD
simulations we also analyzed the number of hydrogen bonds
(H-bond) between TOPK and three selected ligands during
10 ns simulation time. The H-bonds analysis showed that
MayBridge_120 has a maximum of six H-bond interactions
with the protein and it constantly has four H-bond interac-
tions throughout the whole simulation. The next compound
TOSLab_351 shows more H-bond with the protein and
constant interactions were shown from zero to four H-
bonds in the MD simulation and the final compound
TOSLab_111 also shows very constant H-bond interaction
between one to four amino acids. This H-bond interaction
clearly indicates that protein-ligand complexes are stronger
in the MD simulation studies (Fig. 8b). The differences in
fluctuation for the apo and holo structures were calculated
with the help of RMSF (Supplementary Fig. 4). The stabi-
lizing effects of RMSF values revealed that during the
simulation very few residues went away from the 8.0 Å
for the total holo enzymes. The RMSF value of the alpha

carbon residues were calculated from the whole MD simu-
lation time period (Supplementary Fig. 4). When compared
to apo protein the protein-ligand complexes having RMSD
in between 1–1.5 Å which reveals the constant RMSD was
maintained throughout the MD simulation.

Comparative structural analysis of TOPK-CDK1 and Thr9

mutated TOPK-CDK1 complexes

In this study we analyzed the functional aspects of TOPK by
detecting its relationship to CDK1 complex. N-terminus
region of the CDK1 will be phosphorylated by TOPK pro-
tein. The downstream targets of TOPK include MAPK’s
JNK1 and ERK2. ERK2 forming a positive feedback loop
with TOPK which will lead to a tumor in colorectal cancer
cells [10, 11]. Thus, TOPK has been supposed to play a role
with CDK1 in mitotic cell division but the exact mechanism
still needs to be elucidated. In this study we are trying to
elucidate the protein-protein interaction studies between
both the TOPK-CDK1 complexes. The ClusPro results
show that the TOPK-CDK1 complex has a weighted score
of -906.6 for center and -1198.6 for lowest energy and for
the Thr9 mutated TOPK-CDK1 has a weighted score of -

Fig. 6 Structure of the three lead molecules. (a) Maybridge 120 and
the IUPAC name is 2-[(1E)-({2-[(E)-[(2-hydroxyphenyl)methylidene]
azaniumyl]ethyl}iminiumyl)methyl]benzen-1-olate (b) TOSLab 351
and the IUPAC name is 4-{[(1,3-dimethyl-2,6-dioxo-2,3,6,7-tetrahy-
dro-1H-purin-8-yl)amino]methyl}benzenesulfonamide (c) TOSLab
111 and the IUPAC name is (4Z)-3,5-diimino-1-(methylsulfonyl)pyr-
azolidin-4-one (2,5-dichlorophenyl)hydrazine

Fig. 7 Binding poses of the three lead molecules. The proposed
binding mode of the lead molecules are shown in ball and stick display
and non carbon atoms are colored by atom types. Hydrogen bonds are
shown as dotted pink lines. Atom type color code: red for oxygen, blue
for nitrogen, gray for carbon and yellow for sulfur atoms respectively.
(a) protein-ligand complex with Maybridge 120. (b) protein-ligand
complex with TOSLab 351. (c) protein-ligand complex with TOSLab
111. (d) protein-ligand complex with reference ligand
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926.2 and -1045.9 for lowest energy. ClusPro analysis of the
best docked complexes showed that energies of each com-
plex are stable and compared with mutated complex, wild
type is very stable in nature. It shows that mutation of Thr9

to Ala in TOPK protein will cause an increase in energy. The
TOPK-CDK1 complexes are found to have energetically
stable properties which have -1.709e5 kcalmol-1 of total
energy and Thr9 mutated TOPK-CDK1 complexes have less
stable -1.694e5kcalmol-1 of total energy, as confirmed by

MD simulation studies carried out on these complexes. The
amino acid interactions between the wild type TOPK and
mutant TOPK with CDK1 have common residues which
have strong interaction between both the complexes. The
Ser32, Glu128, Arg130, Tyr131, and Tyr206 in TOPK and
Glu42, Ser46, Thr14, Glu209 and Ser233 in CDK1 are
involved in H-bond interactions between both the com-
plexes. The backbone RMSD of the protein complexes

Table 2 Docking results of three lead molecules with the reference compound using Glide XP in Schrödinger 9.1

Lead moleculea Glide scoreb (kcal/mol) Glide energyc (kcal/mol) Active residues interaction (D…H-A)d H-bond length (Å)

Maybridge_120 -10.074 -34.103 OH…O (Asp178) 1.647

NH (Glu180)…O 2.321

NH (Lys176)…O 1.932

TOSLab_351 -8.946 -37.893 NH (Gly119)…O 2.055

NH…O (Lys176) 1.973

NH (Thr181)…O 2.071

NH…O (Glu180) 2.082

TOSLab_111 -8.390 -32.384 NH (Lys176)…CN 2.128

NH…O (Glu180) 1.843
*CID_44259 -5.198 -31.623 NH…O (Asp178) 1.935

NH…O (Glu120) 1.930

a Ligand IDs are from the Maybridge and TOSLab databases
b Glide score
c Glide energy
d Number of hydrogen bonds formed (D - donor, H - hydrogen, A - acceptor)
* Staurosporine (reference compound)

Fig. 8 (a) RMSD of small molecules in active site residues during the
simulation in TOPK protein. (b) Total number of intermolecular H-
bond interactions between Maybridge 120, TOSLab 351 and TOSLab
111 in complex with TOPK protein

Fig. 9 (a) Time-dependent RMSD (Å) from TOPK-CDK1 (brown
color) and Thr9 mutated TOPK-CDK1 (blue color) in a 10 ns MD
simulation (b) The RMSFs for each complex (TOPK-CDK1 (black
color) and Thr9 mutated TOPK-CDK1 (red color) with respect to
residues in the wild and mutant TOPK-CDK1 protein
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obtained after the simulation studies revealed very small
deviations among wild type TOPK protein and mutant
TOPK with CDK1 complexes (Fig. 9a). The maximum
RMSD value observed in the case of Thr9 mutated TOPK-
CDK1 was about 3.6 Å, whereas it was 3.3 Å for TOPK-
CDK1. The change in the amino acid in the position of ninth
residue leads to the increase of RMSD which results in less
stable interaction between TOPK-CDK1 complexes. After
various time periods of MD simulations, no changes in the
structures were observed. The H-bond interaction between
the Thr9 mutated TOPK-CDK1 was not stable in the whole
course of MD simulations compared with TOPK-CDK1
complexes. To observe the differences of structural behav-
iors and flexibilities in the wild and mutant TOPK protein
with CDK1 complexes, we analyzed and compared the
results with root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of each
residue. The wild type TOPK-CDK1 was not detected with
any noticeable aspect of conformational changes whereas
Thr9 mutated TOPK-CDK1 has displayed conspicuous
structural changes (Fig. 9b) especially from the residues of
250 to 316 amino acids present in the helix regions. The
RMSF analysis showed that the helix region of TOPK-
CDK1 has lower flexibility than Thr9 mutated TOPK-
CDK1 complexes. These interactions affected the rigidity
of the helix region in the mutated system.

Pharmacokinetic prediction of lead molecules

The drug-likeness of the three lead molecules were evaluat-
ed by calculating their physicochemical properties that

includes stars (number of property or descriptor values that
fall outside the 95 % range of similar values for known
drugs) (<5), molecular weight (<500 Daltons) and rule of
five. All these properties were in acceptable range. Water
solubility (QPlogS) calculations have been done to estimate
the absorption and distribution of drugs within the body.
The values of QPlogS ranged between ∼-3.5 and ∼-3.6.
Drug metabolism and its access to biological membranes
were calculated using cell permeability method (QPPCaco2)
and the IC50 values for blockage of HERG K+channels
were predicted using QPlogHERG. The QPPCaco2 ranged
from ∼104 to ∼131 and QPlogHERG ∼-5 to ∼-6. While the
cell permeability (QPPMDCK) of the lead molecules ranges
from ∼228 to ∼497. The number of metabolic reactions was
found to be from ∼1 to ∼2. The percent of human oral
adsorption ranges from ∼50 to ∼100 (Table 3). Overall these
three lead molecules are within the acceptable range for
human usage. PASS prediction of Maybridge_120,
TOSLab_351 and TOSLab_111 shows activity against pro-
tein kinase. The most probable activities for a given com-
pound are characterized by Pa values close to 1, and Pi
values close to 0. Their Pa values are 0.569, 0.558, 0.415
and Pi values are 0.001, 0.002, and 0.044 respectively.

Conclusions

We have modeled the TOPK protein systematically and
evaluated its structure by using various structure analysis
tools such as PROCHECK, ERRAT and ProSA. The

Table 3 ADME properties of the identified lead molecules obtained using QikProp module in Schrödinger 9.1

Lead
moleculesa

Starsb Mol.wtc QplogSd Qplog
HERGe

QPPcaco2f QPPMdckg Percent human oral
absorptionh

Rule of
fivei

No of
metabj

Maybridge_120 1 268.32 -3.57 -6.43 104.92 497.34 100 0 2

TOSLab_351 0 364.38 -3.60 -5.04 123.59 228.83 50.92 0 1

TOSLab_111 0 349.19 -3.51 -5.07 131.49 280.66 72.43 0 2

a Ligand IDs are from the Maybridge and TOSLab databases.
b Number of property or descriptor values that fall outside the 95 % range of similar values for known drugs (0–5 acceptable)
cMolecular weight of the molecule (130.0–725.0 acceptable)
d Predicted aqueous solubility, log S. S in moldm–3 is the concentration of the solute in a saturated solution that is in equilibrium with the
crystalline solid (–6.5–0.5)
e Predicted IC50 value for blockage of HERG K+ channels (concern below –5)
f Predicted apparent Caco-2 cell permeability in nm/sec. Caco- 2 cells are a model for the gut- blood barrier. QikProp predictions are for non-active
transport (<25 poor, >500 great)
g Predicted apparent MDCK cell permeability in nm/sec. MDCK cells are considered to be a good mimic for the bloodbrain barrier. QikProp
predictions are for non-active transport (<25 poor, >500 great)
h Predicted human oral absorption on 0 to 100 % scale. The prediction is based on a quantitative multiple linear regression model. This property
usually correlates well with human-oral-absorption, as both measures the same property (>80 % is high <25 % is poor)
i Number of violations of Lipinski’s rule of five. The rules are: mol_MW<500, QPlogPo/w<5, donorHB≤5, accptHB≤10. Compounds that satisfy
these rules are considered druglike (maximum is 4)
j Number of likely metabolic reactions (1–8)
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stability and energy minimization process has been done
with MD simulation studies. The surface energy was calcu-
lated by electrostatic analysis. Active site was predicted with
the help of SiteMap, and the result has been supported by
the available experimental data. These results support the
reliability of the modeled structure. Docking study was
performed with reference ligand and the result indicated that
position and orientation of the molecules bind in the active
site region of the modeled protein. Based on HTVS, three
potential lead molecules were identified (Maybridge_120,
TOSLab_351 and TOSLab_111). MD simulation of the
protein-ligand complexes supported the docking results
and it has also been proved that the inhibitors maintained
its stability inside the binding site of TOPK throughout the
simulation time. They have shown stable interactions with
the same residues that are predicted in the rigid docking
studies during the whole simulation time. In relation with
the protein-protein interaction studies the TOPK-CDK1 and
Thr9 mutated TOPK-CDK1 analyses of both in docking and
dynamics interaction correlates with experimental identifi-
cation of the energy of both the complexes. These results
provide a new interaction mechanism of wild and mutant
type TOPK with CDK1 complexes. The ADME properties
of the best three compounds are in acceptable range. Inter-
estingly, some of the compounds showed activity against
TOPK protein by PASS biological activity prediction. The
results from this study confirmed that these compounds may
be potential lead molecules against TOPK.
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